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“If I read and memorized two medical journal 
articles every night, by the end of a year I’d be 

400 years behind”

Donald Lindberg, director of US NLM



Passage

Machine reading comprehension is fine-grained 
question answering
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Machine reading for medicine

Promise for the future of clinical decision making 

Physicians seek information from (un)structured clinical records

“Why was the patient prescribed arginine?”

Physicians seek domain knowledge

“Does arginine reduce the length of recovery after surgery?”
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Icon: ask by Setyo Ari Wibowo from the Noun Project

Resource bottleneck!

Specialized domains like medicine lack machine reading datasets 



Some recently published datasets

CNN / Daily Mail
CoQA
HotpotQA
MS MARCO
MultiRC
NewsQA
QAngaroo
QuAC
RACE
SQuAD
Story Cloze Test
Recipe QA
NarrativeQA
DuoRC
DROP
Source:

https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress 6

Axes of variation
Multi-choice vs. span-based answering
Human vs. automatic construction
Human-like questions vs. queries
Single- vs. multi-hop reasoning
Requiring background knowledge
Text types
...

https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#cnn--daily-mail
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#coqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#hotpotqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#ms-marco
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#multirc
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#newsqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#qangaroo
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#quac
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#race
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#squad
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#story-cloze-test
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#recipeqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#narrativeqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#duorc
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#drop


Some recently published datasets
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Domain
News
Literature, English exams, news, Wikipedia, science, ...
Wikipedia
Web search
Fiction, news, Wikipedia, science textbooks, ...
News
Wikipedia, molecular biology
Wikipedia
School exams
Wikipedia
Stories
Cooking recipes
Literature, movie scripts
Movie plots
Wikipedia

CNN / Daily Mail
CoQA
HotpotQA
MS MARCO
MultiRC
NewsQA
QAngaroo
QuAC
RACE
SQuAD
Story Cloze Test
Recipe QA
NarrativeQA
DuoRC
DROP
Source:

https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress

https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#cnn--daily-mail
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#coqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#hotpotqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#ms-marco
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#multirc
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#newsqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#qangaroo
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#quac
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#race
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#squad
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#story-cloze-test
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#recipeqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#narrativeqa
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#duorc
https://github.com/sebastianruder/NLP-progress/blob/master/english/question_answering.md#drop


What we did

● Created a dataset from clinical case reports

● Automated question construction: gap-filling queries where the 
answer can be a treatment, a test or a problem

● Analyzed performance of different machine readers

● Examined the required reading skills: in what ways is answering 
difficult?
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nearly 12k cases

~112k word types

~590k medical entities



BMJ Case Reports
25 most common medical specialties: 
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Build queries from Learning points
● Identify medical entities
● Blank out one entity at a time
● Blanked-out entities become ground-truth 

answers
● Extend the ground-truth answers with 

synonyms in UMLS

query: A clinical abdominal examination and 
_________ are useful tools in management.

answer: CT scan (CAT scan, computerized 
tomography, . . . ) 11
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> 100k instances (queries)

~56k different answers

avg. passage length: 1.5k tokens



Passage:

Query:

Answer:

Upon performing an MRI, an accompanying ___________ was 
found near the bottom of the sulcus.

juxtacortical haemorrhage

A 22-year-old woman presented to the emergency room 
with headache and confusion. The symptoms had woken her 
in the morning and progressively worsened through the day. 
... 
Neurological examination demonstrated left lower facial 
paralysis with aphasia, dyscalculia, dyslexia and 
fingeragnosia, clinically Gerstmann syndrome. Further 
examination showed no abnormalities. A non-contrast head 
CT was performed and showed a left parietotemporal venous 
infarction and a small juxtacortical haemorrhage. An 
additional MR angiography showed occlusion of the left 
transverse sinus and a T2-weighted MRI showed a venous 
infarction with a juxtacortical haemorrhage just beneath the 
sulcus.

Source: BMJ Case Reports
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Baselines

Random and frequency-based selection

Language model

● Kneser-Ney LM to predict the most likely word/concept based on 3 
preceding words in the query

Embedding-based

● Pick the concept whose context representation is maximally similar to 
the context of the query
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A simple neural approach

abdominal examination and

Query Passage
____...

palpation

Answer

decision was made... ...



A simple neural approach

abdominal examination and decision was made

Query Passage
____... ... ...

w2v w2v w2v w2v w2v w2v

LSTM1 LSTM1 LSTM1

LSTM2 LSTM2 LSTM2

LSTM1 LSTM1 LSTM1

LSTM2 LSTM2 LSTM2

q similarity similarity similarity

p1

q q

weighted sum

α1 α2 α3

p2 p3

multi-class 
logistic regression

palpation

Answer



Stanford attentive reader (Chen et al. 2016)

(see previous slide)

Gated-attention reader (Dhingra et al. 2017)
● Adds iterative refinement of attention
● Answer prediction with a pointer

Key-value memory network 
(Miller et al. 2016)
● Memory keys: passage windows 
● Memory values: entities from the windows
● Encoding word and entities as vector 

averages 17

Neural readers

pretrained biomedical 
word embeddings

answer candidates = 
passage entities

random search for 
hyperparameter selection
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Human estimate
Answered 100 random instances from the development set

One person with medical background

One person without medical background

Comprehension skills
We annotated those 100 instances with all required skills

A set of 13 skills



Machine vs. human results
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Additional observations

Human performance tops at 54 F1: Some queries may be unanswerable

Both MemNet and Stanford reader suffer from having a classifier on top 
with a huge output space

MemNet additionally lacks good encoding of input
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Comprehension skills



Conclusion

A new dataset for clinical machine reading

● exploiting the structure of case report articles
● large and challenging
● varied skill requirements

We should be incorporating domain knowledge, object tracking, 
coreference resolution, temporal reasoning...
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More information
Original paper: 
Simon Šuster and Walter Daelemans (2018) CliCR: A Dataset of Clinical Case 
Reports for Machine Reading Comprehension. In NAACL.

Agreement with the publisher to freely distribute the dataset for research 
purposes (send me an e-mail)

Clinical NLP efforts at our lab: https://clips.github.io/ 

Our clinical NLP software: https://github.com/clips/accumulate 

University of Antwerp’s AI center: https://antwerp.ai/ 23

https://clips.github.io/
https://github.com/clips/accumulate
https://antwerp.ai/

